PRIDE OF BALTIMORE, INC.
America’s Star-Spangled Ambassador

COVID-19 Policy for Guest Crew
Guest crew must acknowledge reading this policy prior to joining Pride of Baltimore II (the “ship”). If you have
any questions relating to the COVID-19 Policy for Guest Crew, please contact Erica Denner (erica@pride2.org).
Pride of Baltimore, Inc. (“Pride”) seeks to create the safest possible experience for guest crew passengers. While
the ship serves a transportation function, it also serves as a home for the liveaboard crew. Crew members strictly
adhere to COVID-19 protocols to reduce possible transmission of the virus on and around the ship. This
includes numerous precautions taken by crew members prior to joining the ship at the start of the sailing season,
increased shipboard sanitation, a requirement that all on board the ship maintain a high standard of hygiene, and
a requirement that all crew be fully vaccinated (including recommended booster shots), not just for their own
safety, but also for the safety of their shipmates. Pride recognizes that adherence to additional safety measures are
necessary to keep the crew and guests of the ship safe in light of the ongoing COVID-19 public health
emergency. To that end, for the 2022 sailing season, all guest crew agree as follows:
1. That I will not sail with the ship as guest crew unless having received a complete dosage of an Emergency
Use Authorization (EUA) or FDA approved vaccine prior to joining the ship, as well as the recommended
booster shots (if eligible per CDC guidelines);
2. If at any time within seven (7) days prior to joining the ship I develop or exhibit any COVID-19
symptoms as identified by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html), I will immediately notify Pride;
3. If at any time within seven (7) days prior to joining the ship I have close contact with someone with a
diagnosis of COVID-19, I will immediately notify Pride;
4. When sailing as guest crew but not aboard the ship, I will wear a mask anywhere that they are required.
I have read Pride of Baltimore, Inc.’s COVID-19 Policy for Guest Crew, and I agree that I will adhere to these
procedures identified herein.
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